INTRODUCTION
We are living exciting times in Cosmology. Roughly 15 years after the discovery of the inconsistency of a Λ = 0 universe with the magnitude-redshift observed relation for the Type Ia supernova (Riess et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999) , many cosmological probes have pointed towards the universe passing through a phase of accelerated expansion: the cosmic microwave background anisotropies (e.g. Spergel et al. 2003; Komatsu et al. 2011; Planck Collaboration et al. 2011) , the Baryonic Acoustic Oscillations (Eisenstein et al. 2005) , the clustering of galaxies (e.g. Reid et al. 2010; Sánchez et al. 2012 ) and the growth of massive galaxy clusters (e.g. Mantz et al. 2010; Rozo et al. 2010; Planck Collaboration et al. 2013 ), among others.
One possible explanation for this acceleration can be postulated by introducing a new energy component in the form of a dark energy with negative pressure (for a review, see Mortonson et al. 2013; Weinberg et al. 2013) . Consequently, the Dark Energy Task Force (DETF, Albrecht et al. 2006 ) has been created, urging the cosmology community to invest its effort in understanding the origin and nature of the dark energy.
With this goal in mind, a number of surveys have been planned for the upcoming years intending to constrain the values of the dark energy by a factor of 10 times better than at present (the so-called Stage IV surveys, Albrecht et al. 2006) . Some of these surveys, cited in chronological order of predicted start off, are: the Javalambre Physics of the accelerating universe Astrophysical Survey (J-PAS Benitez et al. 2014) , the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI, Levi et al. 2013 ) survey, the Large Synoptic Sky Telescope (LSST, Ivezic et al. 2008; LSST Science Collaboration et al. 2009 ) survey, the Euclid (Laureijs et al. 2011 ) survey and the Wide-Field Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST 1 ), among many others. For an excellent review of some of these surveys, we refer the reader to Weinberg et al. (2013) .
These surveys will follow complementary observational strategies, allowing constraints covering different regions of the cosmological parameter space for testing competing cosmological models. Ascaso et al. (2015b) recently explored the properties of the photometric redshift capabilities we may expect for the Euclid and LSST surveys, showing their different behaviours. In this work, we explore the unique photometric capability of the impending J-PAS multiple (> 50) narrow-band survey now being commissioned. This survey samples the optical spectrum with 54 narrow-bands of ∼ 145Å, providing photometric redshift accuracies close to what we would expect for a low resolution spectroscopic survey, where emission and absorption features will be detected photometrically. This kind of data, in the frontier between spectroscopic and photometric surveys, has never been explored before and it will allow us to reliably map the large-scale structure in 3D down to fainter magnitudes and larger areas than previous spectroscopic samples. To realise the full scientific potential of these data, new algorithms and techniques are being developed and tested and cos-1 http://www.ipac.caltech.edu/wfirst/ mological constraints will be forecasted (Xavier et al. 2014; López-Sanjuan et al. 2014) .
In particular, we focus on the expected performance of J-PAS for galaxy clusters and groups related to cosmology. Clusters, by virtue of their extreme masses are of great importance for the purpose of setting cosmology constraints and the study of the large-scale structure (e.g. Mantz et al. 2010; Rozo et al. 2010; Planck Collaboration et al. 2013 or see for a review Allen et al. 2011) . Modeling accurately the cluster selection function and the uncertainties in the observable-theoretical mass relation is of major importance for extracting cosmological information from J-PAS. The amplitude of the cluster power-spectrum (e.g Lima & Hu 2005 and references herein) is expected to be rapidly evolving over the redshift range accessible to J-PAS (z<1.5), hence becoming very sensitive to the growth rate of structure (see review by Huterer et al. 2015) .
Presently, only relatively weak constraints are derived from redshift space distortions (e.g. SDSS, Wiggle-Z, BOSS, etc) and even less derived from massive clusters owing to the current difficulties of completing even modest sized surveys with sufficient redshift information. Furthermore, current wide angle surveys sensitive to clusters through weak lensing (WL), X-ray measurements or the SunyaevZel'dovich (SZ) effect are still dealing with alleviating the tension between the different scaling of the SZ, WL and X-ray observable mass and the theoretical cluster mass in order to make the connection to the cosmological predictions (e.g. von der Linden et al. 2014; Planck Collaboration et al. 2015) .
Numerous techniques have been developed to detect galaxy clusters using X-ray data, the SZ effect, WL or optical/IR data (see Allen et al. 2011 and references herein), being their selection function carefully modeled. For the optical and IR techniques, there is a large diversity of selection functions depending on the technique or the survey considered (for a review see Ascaso 2013) . For instance, only few surveys with large number of medium or narrow-bands (i.e. good photometric redshift resolution) had their cluster samples fully exploited (COSMOS, Bellagamba et al. 2011; ALHAMBRA, Ascaso et al. 2015a) . Therefore, the selection function of clusters in narrow-band surveys such as J-PAS are still in the process of being explored.
In this paper we provide a comprehensive estimate of the cluster selection function for J-PAS, accounting for the expected photometric limits and redshift accuracy of our multi-narrow-bands. It must be stressed that J-PAS provides near optimal efficiency for separating cluster members from foreground and background galaxies because of its photometric redshift precision. This accuracy of the photometric redshifts is matched to the typical velocity dispersion of massive clusters, and therefore we can detect clusters above the noise to much lower masses and to higher redshifts than the wide-field surveys using conventional filters. This cluster selection function will be useful not only for providing cosmological forecasts from cluster counts but also for performing extended studies on galaxy evolution and large-scale structure in clusters
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section §2, we describe J-PAS, the survey used in this paper, giving an overview of its main characteristics. Section §3 describes the simulation used in this work, the original mock catalogue and the posterior modification with PhotReal intended to mimic the photometry and photometric redshifts realistically. In Section §4, we describe the photometric redshift properties of the J-PAS data and compare with other nextgeneration surveys such as the LSST and Euclid. Section §5 presents the results of detecting galaxy clusters in these mocks. It first provides an explanation of the Bayesian Cluster Finder, the cluster detector used in this work. Then, it shows the results regarding the cluster selection function expected from the J-PAS-mock catalogue and it finally models the cluster observable-halo mass relation and its evolution with redshift. Finally, we draw conclusions of the work in section §6.
The cosmology adopted throughout this paper is H0 = 73 kms −1 Mpc −1 , ΩM = 0.25, ΩΛ = 0.75, ΩK = 0, σ8 = 0.9, corresponding to the cosmology assumed in the Millennium simulation used in this work for consistency. All the magnitudes in this work are provided in the AB system (Oke & Gunn 1983) .
THE J-PAS SURVEY
The Javalambre-Physics of the Accelerating Universe Astrophysical Survey 2 (J-PAS, Benitez et al. 2014 ) is the first stage IV survey, starting in 2016. The observations will be taken from the Javalambre Survey Telescope (JST/T250), a new fully dedicated 2.5m telescope located at the Observatorio Astrofísico de Javalambre 3 in Teruel (Spain), using JPCam, a panoramic camera with a mosaic of 14 largeformat CCDs amounting to 1200 Mpix, that provides an effective field of view of ∼4.7deg
2 (see Cenarro et al. 2013 Cenarro et al. , 2014 Taylor et al. 2014; Marín-Franch et al. 2015) .
With the main purpose of constraining the dark energy parameters with at least 10 times higher precision than present surveys, J-PAS will image 8500 deg 2 of the northern sky with 54 narrow-band filters plus 2 mediumband and 3 broad-band ugriz-like filters in the whole optical range. Each narrow-band filter will have a width of ∼ 145Å and will be spaced by 100Å. The filter transmission curves of the 54 narrow-band overlapping filters plus the two medium-band filters for J-PAS are displayed in Fig.  1 (see also Benitez et al. 2014) . For comparison, we also plot the five broad-band filters of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). As we can see, the optical wavelength range for a low-redshift object will be sampled with more than 50 data points allowing, not only to recover a good estimation of the photometric redshift, but also to infer intrinsic properties of the galaxies.
The expected depth of the survey (5σ detection magnitudes) for all the different bands are provided in Tables  3-5 in Benitez et al. (2014) from realistic simulations using the characteristics of the telescope, camera and site. In addition, we have created a synthetic i-band as a combination of the narrow-band filters of the survey, by following a similar procedure to that described in Molino et al. (2014) ; Ascaso et al. (2015a) for the ALHAMBRA survey. This has been made in order to use the same pass-band to detect galaxy clusters as some other work in the literature (e.g. Postman et al. 2002; Olsen et al. 2007; Adami et al. 2010; Ascaso et al. 2015a ).
Due to the large coverage of the visible spectrum, the expected photometric redshift accuracy will be ∆z ∼ 0.003(1 + z) for more than 9 × 10 7 galaxies down to the flux limit of the survey (Benítez et al. 2009a; Benitez et al. 2014) . This photometric redshift resolution makes this survey comparable to a low resolution integral field unity (IFU) of the northern sky.
The excellent photometric redshift precision that J-PAS will achieve, makes this survey ideal for characterizing the overall galaxy population in terms of colours, morphology or chemical composition and therefore, for determining the cluster galaxy membership.
SIMULATING J-PAS
In this paper, we use a mock catalogue generated by using the same procedure as in Ascaso et al. (2015b) . Indeed, we use the 500 deg 2 wide mock cone catalogue by Merson et al. (2013) 4 designed to mimic Euclid and, we transform it into a J-PAS mock catalogue by using PhotReal. This technique, described in Ascaso et al. (2015b) , obtains a new photometry and photometric error set for a particular survey to reproduce the observational properties of the galaxies with fidelity. After that, photometric redshifts have been derived by using BPZ2.0 (Benítez 2000, Benítez et al. in prep) . In this section, we give a brief description of the mock catalogue construction.
Light-cone original mock catalogue
We use a mock catalogue constructed from the Millennium dark matter simulation (Springel et al. 2005) . The dark matter haloes have been populated with galaxies created through the semi-analytic galaxy formation model GAL-FORM (Cole et al. 2000; Lagos et al. 2011) . The light-cone is built from different simulation's snapshots up to z = 3, allowing for interpolation between snapshots in order to properly model the evolution of structures along the line of sight. For a detailed explanation, we refer the reader to Merson et al. (2013) .
The solid angle of the cone used is 500 deg 2 , which is ∼ 16 times smaller than the actual surveyed area of J-PAS. While this fact does not affect the recovery of the photometric redshift accuracy; it might cause the absence of some rare, very massive clusters. However, these clusters are always well-identified through different techniques and for the purpose of characterizing the selection function, the results will remain virtually unchanged.
The mock catalogue contains a large quantity of physical parameters related with the dark matter haloes (namely: dark matter mass, dark matter ID, center of halo, galaxies belonging to each halo) and the galaxies (Galaxy ID, ra, dec, redshift, mass of cold gas, quiescent SFR in disk, stellar mass of galaxy, among others). The catalogue also includes 'spectroscopic' redshifts, defined as the cosmological redshift with peculiar velocities added. Finally, the photometry of the galaxies in the five ugriz SDSS broad-bands together with some other different bands mimicking Euclid and other surveys are also included. Unfortunately, no information on the original spectrum was kept due to disk space issues. While this fact makes a direct comparison impossible, we can obtain an estimation of their spectral type by fitting the photometry to a library of templates, as detailed in §3.2.
Mock photometry and photometric redshifts with PhotReal
While the advantages of these semi-analytic mock catalogues are crearly recognized, well-known issues have been widely reported in the literature related to unrealistic galaxy colours (Cohn et al. 2007; Weinmann et al. 2011; Skelton et al. 2012; Somerville et al. 2012; Hansson et al. 2012; Henriques et al. 2012 ). Many of these issues consequently lead to an overestimation of the mean dispersion of the photometric redshifts (Molino et al. 2014 ) and flawed stellar mass estimations (Mitchell et al. 2013 ). Some of these disagreements for the mock catalogues have been reported in Merson et al. (2015) and Ascaso et al. (2015b) . These issues, together with the lack of photometric errors in the original mock catalogue motivated us to create a new mock catalogue that reproduces the properties of the observed galaxies as well as their photometric redshift precision in all the bands of J-PAS.
In order to do this, we apply PhotReal (Ascaso et al. 2015b, Benítez et al. in prep.) . This procedure, already applied in several papers (Arnalte-Mur et al. 2014; Zandivarez et al. 2014; Ascaso et al. 2015a,b) , ensures the accurate reproduction of the magnitudes, colours and photometric redshifts of the galaxies. In this section, we provide a brief summary of the method. For further details, we refer the reader to Ascaso et al. (2015b) and Benítez et al. in prep. PhotReal first obtains an estimate of the spectral type of the original catalogue by matching the original rest-frame mock photometry to a well-calibrated library of galaxy templates. This library includes eight different empirical templates representing a complete representation of the colors of any galaxy populations sampled by J-PAS (Benítez, private communication) . Indeed, this library represents the observed properties of the ALHAMBRA and COSMOS surveys with an outlier rate of ∼ 1-2% (Rafelski et al. 2015) .
Once we have a realistic representation of the spectral type distribution of the original mock catalogue, we generate photometry in the different J-PAS bands by using their filter response and with their expected depths (Benitez et al. 2014) . We include an empirically calibrated systematic error of about 7%. This error remains constant with magnitude and seems to be intrinsic to the galaxy colors in multi-band photometry. Furthermore, photometric and instrumental errors are added to these magnitudes. The photometric errors are estimated as in Benítez et al. (2009a) from the telescope response and are normalized to the J-PAS depths in each band. Thereafter, we run BPZ2.0 on the new photometry to obtain photometric redshifts and redshift probability distribution functions, P (z).
One might claim that the use of the same library could be introducing an optimistic behavior of the performance of the photometric redshifts. However, we checked that this was not the case in a previous work (Ascaso et al. 2015b) . First of all, we ensured that the photometry generated with PhotReal was very similar to the one observed in the literature, which if any, it should make the derived photometric redshifts more realistic. Secondly, we checked that the photometric redshifts derived from this photometry perfectly matched with the photometric dispersion and bias measurement in real data. For example, we measured the original photometric redshift dispersion of the mock catalogue generated for the Advanced Large, Homogeneous Area Medium Band Redshift Astronomical survey (ALHAMBRA, Moles et al. 2008 ) data, finding it to be three times higher than the one expected from real data (Molino et al. 2014) . After applying PhotReal, the photometric redshift dispersion exactly matched the data expectations (Ascaso et al. 2015a) . Note that the choice of the library was motivated from an excellent calibration of the template library in representing >98% of the known galaxies. Moreover, possible interpolations between their templates are allowed when obtaining photometric redshifts.
PHOTOMETRIC REDSHIFTS

J-PAS photometric redshift predictions
In this section, we describe the performance of the photometric redshifts estimated for J-PAS obtained from the mock catalog described in Section §3. Following Brammer et al. (2008) ; Molino et al. (2014) , we define the photometric redshift dispersion as:
where the difference ∆z = z b − zs is defined as the photometric redshift bias (see Molino et al. 2014 and references herein) and z b and zs refer to the bayesian photometric and the spectroscopic redshifts respectively. The overall photometric redshift dispersion obtained for the global J-PAS mock sample is σNMAD = 0.003, equivalent to ∼ 1000 km s −1 . Fig. 2 shows the normalized density plot of the spectroscopic redshift versus photometric redshift for all the sample. It is noticeable the tightness of the relation as expected from the excellent spectrum coverage of J-PAS. In addition, Figs 3 and 4 show the density plot of the relation of the photometric redshift bias (upper panel) and dispersion (bottom panel) as a function of magnitude and redshift, respectively. We complement this information with the first two columns of Tables 1 and 2 , showing the photometric redshift precision and photometric redshift bias as a function of magnitude and redshift, respectively.
The photometric redshift bias keeps well below 0.0015 up to i ∼ 23.5 mag and z ∼ 1.2, at least. The photometric redshift dispersion remains below 0.003 up to i ∼ 23.0 mag and up to z ∼ 0.8. This performance is markedly better than similar next-generation surveys in the same range of redshift and magnitude (Ascaso et al. 2015b ), as we discuss Figure 2 . Density plot of the photometric redshift z b versus spectroscopic redshift zs for the overall J-PAS sample, colourcoded by normalized density. The photometric redshift dispersion is quoted. The J-PAS photometric redshift will perform with a similar resolution to this obtained for low-resolution spectra up to redshift 1.2. in §4.2, putting in evidence the very good behavior of a pseudo-spectra-like survey as J-PAS.
We can argue that the utilized mock catalogues might be too simplistic and therefore unrealistic since they do not include other sources of errors except the photometric errors. However, as seen in previous analysis based on real data such as the ALHAMBRA survey (Ascaso et al. 2015a ), other sources of errors such as those coming, for instance, from the chosen library of templates, has a small impact on the results. Therefore, we are confident that the present results in this work represent a realistic expectation of the capacity of the J-PAS survey.
We have also characterized the rate of outliers expected in the survey. To do this, we have chosen to use two different definitions as in Molino et al. (2014) . First, we call a galaxy an outlier if it satisfies the following condition:
Hence, the rate of outliers, η1, is defined as:
where NT refers to the total number of galaxies. We decided to use this definition since it has been the referred quantity in a large number of papers in the literature for historical reasons (e.g. Ilbert et al. 2006 Outliers rate defined as η 1 (top panel) and η 2 (bottom panel) as a function of magnitude for three different J-PAS samples: the overall sample (solid line), the 50% best quality photometric redshift sample (dotted line) and the 25% best quality photometric redshift sample (dashed line). The outliers rate is very small (η 1 <1% and η 2 <6.5%) down to i ∼ 22.5, increasing to higher rates at fainter magnitudes for the overall sample, and for all the 50% and 25% best quality J-PAS samples.
of an outlier galaxy, as that accomplishing the following condition:
as already introduced in Molino et al. (2014) . As before, the rate of outliers, η2, is defined as
The solid lines in Figs. 5 and 6 display the rate of outliers (η1 top panel, η2 bottom panel) expected for J-PAS as a function of magnitude and redshift respectively. Also, these values are collected in the third and fourth columns in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. The rate of outliers becomes almost negligible (η1 <1% down to i∼ 22.5 and η2 <3% down to i∼21.5) and it increases up to η1 <4% and up to η2 <13.7% down to i∼23. This rate is slightly higher (η1 <5% and η2 <12.5%) up to z∼0.8, as expected from the inclusion of fainter low-redshift galaxies in this sample. These values are significantly (∼5-20 times) smaller than the values that other next-generation surveys will achieve (Ascaso et al. 2015b) , in agreement with what it is expected for surveys with a large number of narrow-band filter (Benítez et al. 2009a) . A more detailed comparison is performed in §4.2.
Complementarily, Benítez (2000) introduced an indicator of the quality of the photometric redshift of a survey with a parameter called odds. This parameter is defined as the integral of the full redshift probability P (z) centered in Figure 6 . Outliers rate defined as η 1 (top panel) and η 2 (bottom panel) as a function of redshift for three different J-PAS samples: the overall sample (solid line), the 50% best quality photometric redshift sample (dotted line) and the 25% best quality photometric redshift sample (dashed line). The η 1 outliers rate keeps below 5% for the overall sample (η 2 < 12.5%) down to z ∼ 0.8 and almost negligible (η 1 and η 2 <1%) for the 50% and 25% best quality J-PAS samples.
the maximum peak of the probability within a given interval:
and it becomes a very useful quantity to select the best quality photo-z samples.
In Fig. 7 , we show the recovery of photometric redshifts for the J-PAS survey for the 50% best quality odds sample, which have a mean dispersion of 0.0018. We also display the rate of outliers for the 50% and 25% best odds samples as a function of magnitude and redshift in Figs 5 and 6 respectively. Likewise, in Tables 1 and 2 , we list the photometric redshift precision, the photometric redshift bias and the rate of outliers, η1 and η2, as a function of magnitude and redshift, respectively, for different odds cuts.
While the global photometric redshift dispersion, σNMAD remains below 0.003 down to i ∼ 23.0, performing a selection of the 50% highest odds allows the mean photometric redshift dispersion to decrease down to 0.0015 or to even smaller values down to i ∼ 24. In the same way, the overall outliers rate, η1 (η2), remains below 1% (6.3%) for magnitude i < 22.5 mag but it increases to >4% (>14%) at deeper magnitudes than this. An odds cut leaving 50% of the sample, automatically reduces the outliers rate to η1 <1% and η2 <2% down to i ∼ 23.5 and to η1 <0.25% and η2 <0.5% down to i ∼ 24 if we consider the 25% best quality odds galaxies in the sample.
Similarly, the overall photometric redshift resolution remains below σNMAD < 0.003 up to redshift 0.8, increasing Figure 7 . Density plot of the photometric redshift z b versus spectroscopic redshift zs for the J-PAS sample resulting after selecting the 50% best quality photometric redshifts in the sample, selected through the odds parameter (see the text for an explanation), colour-coded by normalized density. The photometric redshift dispersion is quoted. This dispersion is comparable to that obtained for a low-resolution spectroscopic survey.
at higher redshifts. However, by selecting the 50% best quality odds sample, these values remain <0.0015 up to redshift 1.0. More strikingly, while the η1 outlier rates range between 3% and 11% and η2 between 8% and 23% for the whole redshift range, selecting the best 50% of the sample can decrease these assessments to less than 1% and 2% for η1 and η2 respectively.
Comparison with Euclid and the LSST surveys
We compare our results with those shown in Ascaso et al. (2015b) for the LSST and Euclid surveys. The authors considered two Euclid surveys consisting of the three infrared Y JH Euclid bands and two different optical counterparts. The so-called Euclid-Pessimistic includes the five grizy DES optical bands as the optical counterpart and the EuclidOptimistic includes the previously mentioned five optical DES bands and the 6 ugrizy LSST deep optical bands. For further details on these surveys, we refer the reader to Ascaso et al. (2015b) . In order to be consistent in our comparison and to use the same definition of outlier, we only use η1 in this subsection and refer to it as η. In Fig. 8 , we show the mean photometric redshift bias, the mean photometric redshift dispersion and the mean outlier rate (top, middle and bottom panel, respectively) as a function of the i-band magnitude (for the J-PAS and LSST surveys), H-band magnitude (for the Euclid surveys) and redshift (left, centre and right panel, respectively).
We find that the photometric redshift bias as a func- Table 2 . J-PAS photometric redshift bias, photometric redshift dispersion and rate of outliers as a function of redshift for different odds cut.
zs 100% best odds 50% best odds 25% best odds ∆z tion of the i-band magnitude obtained for J-PAS is >100 times smaller than those found for the LSST. The values found for the Euclid-Optimistic as a function of the H-band magnitude are >5 times smaller than those found for the Euclid-Pessimistic. Comparing the photometric redshift bias as a function of redshift, the values found for J-PAS are a factor 1-20 smaller than those found for the LSST and Euclid-Pessimistic and in the same range of magnitude as those found for the Euclid-Optimistic survey. The mean photometric redshift dispersion for the J-PAS survey is more than a factor of 20 smaller than the LSST and Euclid-Pessimistic survey, and more than a factor of 10 smaller for the Euclid-Optimistic survey for similar magnitudes ranges. These differences remain similar, although slightly smaller, when we consider it as a function of redshift, up to redshift <1. At higher redshifts, the photometric redshift dispersion increases almost exponentially for the J-PAS survey.
Finally, the rate of outliers for the J-PAS survey as a function of magnitude is more than 15 times smaller than for the LSST and Euclid-Pessimistic and similar to the EuclidOptimistic survey down to i ∼ 22.5. However, the J-PAS outliers rate becomes comparable to the LSST values (∼ 3-5%) as a function of redshift and higher than the ones expected for the Euclid-Optimistic survey.
The results discussed in this section illustrate that the different observational strategies of the next-generations surveys provide different photometric redshift performances. For instance, deep IR surveys such as Euclid will allow to reach high redshift regimes and very deep optical surveys, such as the LSST, will sample a wide range of the luminosity function, reaching very deep magnitudes. However, as shown in Benítez et al. (2009b) , although somewhat counterintuitive, medium and narrow band filter systems produce much more robust photometric redshifts, and there much larger photometric redshift depth, than broad-band systems reaching higher S/N. Indeed, only the surveys that use the combination of multiple bands (e.g J-PAS or Euclid-Optimistic) will reach very small bias and outliers rates. In addition, if these bands are narrow and cover the whole optical spectrum as J-PAS will do, the photometric redshift dispersion will be reduced to very low-levels down to the depth limit of the survey.
J-PAS GALAXY CLUSTER SURVEY
The Bayesian Cluster Finder
The Bayesian Cluster Finder, (BCF, Ascaso et al. 2012 Ascaso et al. , 2014a Ascaso et al. , 2015a ) is an optical/IR galaxy cluster detector, which was developed with the purpose of detecting galaxy clusters independently of the presence or absence of a red sequence or a central dominant brightest cluster galaxy (BCG) but using this information if it is present. In other words, the algorithm uses the presence of a red sequence or a dominant BCG if present, but it can still detect galaxy clusters or groups if this information is absent. In this section, we summarise the main details of the method and we refer the reader to the original work for further details.
The BCF first calculates the probability at a given redshift that there is a cluster with a determined density and luminosity profile centered on each galaxy, including different priors related to the colour-magnitude relation of the cluster or the BCG magnitude-redshift relation. Then, we Figure 8 . Mean photometric redshift properties for four different next-generation surveys: the J-PAS survey (black solid line), the LSST survey (red dotted line), the Euclid-Pessimistic survey (blue dashed line) and the Euclid-Optimistic survey (green dotted-dashed line). From top to bottom, the mean photometric redshift bias, the mean photometric redshift dispersion and the mean outliers rates are plotted as a function of the i-band magnitude (for the J-PAS and LSST surveys), H-band magnitude (for the Euclid surveys) and redshift, from left to right. For the dependence of the different properties as a function of redshift, the mock catalogues are restricted down to i =23.5 (J-PAS), i =27.0 (LSST) and H =24 (Euclid).
perform a search in a predefined number of redshift slices, where the minimum threshold comes from the minimum redshift we can resolve (usually determined from the geometry of the survey for small area surveys or 0, otherwise) and the maximum redshift is obtained from the wavelength coverage and the depth of the survey. The bin width is fixed according to the expected photometric resolution of the survey. For instance, we fix the photometric redshift resolution to 0.01 for the J-PAS survey.
Effects of stars and masking of edges of the frames have been incorporated. Then, clusters are selected as the density peaks of those probability maps and the center is located at the peak of the probability. Finally, if we find two or more detections with separations less than 0.5 Mpc in projected space and up to two bins in redshift space, we merge them into a single one.
The BCF has been applied to a number of optical surveys in the literature: a wide (141 deg 2 ) survey, the CFHTLS-Archive Research Survey (CARS, Erben et al.
2009
; Ascaso et al. 2012 ); a very deep (r∼27.5 mag depth) survey, the Deep Lens Survey (DLS, Wittman et al. 2002; Ascaso et al. 2014a) ; and a 20 medium-band survey, the AL-HAMBRA survey (Moles et al. 2008; Ascaso et al. 2015a) . We remark different performances as a function of the different properties of the data. Particularly, we see that multiple narrow-band surveys such as the ALHAMBRA survey are better at resolving the galactic population and therefore, at increasing the purity rates and setting a lower mass limit threshold for detecting clusters and groups.
Selection function
In this work, we apply the BCF to our J-PAS mock catalogue. In order to assess the performance of the BCF on the J-PAS mock data, we match the original mock sample to the recovered sample following the same Friends-ofFriends (FoF, Huchra & Geller 1982) algorithm described in Ascaso et al. (2012) . This procedure searches for each detec- tion found in the recovered sample candidates or 'friends' in the original mock catalogue whose centers are placed within a comoving distance of 3 Mpc including the photometric redshift errors. Then, a search of FoF is done until no more candidates are found. Afterwards, the candidate with the closest photometric redshift to the original detection is selected. Finally, if this detection is found within a distance of 1 Mpc, we consider this to be a match.
We compute our observable richness, the total stellar mass, M * CL , defined as the sum of stellar mass of all the galaxies belonging to the clusters brighter than the magnitude limit within a certain radius (Ascaso et al. 2015a ). This observable has been chosen instead of the ΛCL used in other work (Postman et al. 2002; Ascaso et al. 2012 Ascaso et al. , 2014a or N200 used usually in red sequence based methods as it has been proved one the optical measurables with smaller intrinsic scatter with the halo mass (e.g Gonzalez et al. 2007; Andreon 2010 Andreon , 2012 Ascaso et al. 2015a) . In future work, we will explore the possibility of using the photometric redshift functions, P (z), to obtain proxies for the kinematical mass of the cluster.
In order to choose the optimal aperture to compute the total stellar mass for the data presented in this work, we chose six different apertures ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 Mpc in steps of 0.25 Mpc. We fit the M * CL -M h relation following the procedure that it is described in section §5.3 and we computed the main scatter, σ M * CL |M h , between these two variables. In Fig. 9 , we show the main measured scatter obtained for the different radius. The radius for which the minimum scatter is achieved is R = 1M pc. Therefore, we adopt this radius for computing the M * CL . We have also investigated which is photometric redshift performance of the BCF cluster finder for the J-PAS clusters. In Fig. 10 , we show the density map of the cluster Figure 10 . Density map of the cluster photometric redshift estimation and the cluster spectroscopic redshift derived from the mock catalogue for the cluster sample selected by J-PAS. The photometric redshift dispersion is quoted.
photometric redshift estimation versus the cluster spectroscopic redshift for the sample of clusters selected with J-PAS. As we see the sequence is really tight, being the mean dispersion σNMAD = 0.0021, comparable to the individual accuracy of photo-z's of the bright red galaxies. This result is comparable to the photometric redshift accuracy found in between optical and X-ray center up to z < 0.5 with a negligible percentage of outliers (<5% with a normalized redshift difference > 5σNMAD) and it is also significantly better than obtained by other works (e.g. Andreon & Bergé 2012) . This outcome illustrates the nice performance of the BCF on recovering the main redshift of the main structures detected with J-PAS.
Furthermore, we have computed the completeness and purity of the results as a function of redshift and richness. We define completeness as the rate of clusters detected with the BCF out of the total simulated sample, and the purity as the rate of clusters simulated that were detected with the BCF out of the total detected sample. In Fig. 11 , we show the completeness and purity rates as a function of redshift for different values of total stellar mass, M * CL . Their equivalent halo mass M h bins have been obtained through the calibration described in §5.3 and are also quoted in the bottom panel.
The results show that we will be able to detect galaxy clusters with completeness and purity rates > 80% for clusters and groups down to M h ∼ 5 × 10 13 M⊙ up to redshift 0.7. At higher redshifts, the completeness rates decay, so that we can detect clusters down to M h ∼ 1 × 10 14 M⊙ up to redshift 0.85 with completeness rates higher than > 80%. If instead, we relaxed the completeness rates to be > 70%, the BCF would be able to detect clusters and groups down to M h ∼ 3 × 10 13 M⊙ up to redshift 0.7; down to M h ∼ 5 × 10
13 M⊙ up to redshift 0.8 and down While purity remains almost constant as a function of redshift, being lower for lower masses, we find a decreasing trend in the completeness rate with both redshift and mass. According to these rates, we expect to find reliably (>80% completeness and purity) galaxy clusters and groups with total masses down to M h ∼ 5 × 10 13 M ⊙ up to z∼0.7 and >70% completeness rates down to M h ∼ 3 × 10 13 M ⊙ up to the same redshift.
to M h ∼ 1 × 10 14 M⊙ up to redshift 0.9. In this work, we choose to work with the most conservative threshold of both completeness and purity rates >80%. We then define the clusters selection function as the predicted minimum halo mass threshold for which we can detect galaxy clusters and groups with a completeness and purity rates > 80% as a function of redshift. For J-PAS, the expected selection function is constant with M h = 5 × 10 13 M⊙ up to z = 0.7 and progressively increases at higher redshifts (see Fig. 11 ).
Modified FoF algorithms have also been explored to detect galaxy clusters in J-PAS-like narrow-band surveys (Zandivarez et al. 2014) , obtaining lower completeness and purity rates. This is expected since the performance of the FoF algorithms decays for non-spectroscopic surveys due to their sensibility to the linking length. The results with the BCF suffer less contamination and therefore achieve higher completeness and purity rates for the same mass threshold. This result shows the benefit of using cluster finders that use other information either than the spatial to detect galaxy clusters.
It is important to note that the extremely good quality of the photometric redshifts in the J-PAS survey make these results comparable to what we would expect for a lowresolution spectroscopic survey. Indeed, cluster and group searches in spectroscopic surveys such as the VIMOS VLT Deep Survey (VVDS, Le Fèvre et al. 2005) , where a search using Voronoi-Delaunay Tessellation techniques was performed (Cucciati et al. 2010) or the DEEP2 Survey where a group catalogue was obtained based on the VoronoiDelaunay technique (Gerke et al. 2005 ) and another one based on the FoF algorithm (Liu et al. 2008) found that they could obtain high purity and completeness rates for a similar threshold and with cluster velocity dispersion of ∼ 300 − 350km s −1 , equivalent to M h ∼ 3 − 7 × 10 13 (Munari et al. 2013) . In order to illustrate the enormous benefits of using narrow-band surveys in terms of producing cluster catalogs, we show in Fig. 12 Weinberg et al. (2013) . From this figure, we can clearly see that the selection functions of the optical surveys, while having very similar shapes, also show a large offset with respect to the J-PAS. The 'knee' of the curve is starting at z∼ 0.7 for the J-PAS survey, whereas for DES it happens at z ∼ 1 and for the LSST at z > 1. This behavior is related with the depth of the different surveys (i ∼ 22.5 for J-PAS, i ∼ 24.0 for DES and i ∼ 26.8 for the LSST). The X-ray eROSITA selection function shows an increasing mass threshold as a function of redshift, obtaining similar mass-groups at low redshift as the J-PAS. On the contrary, the cluster selection functions obtained from the SZ cluster samples show a decreasing lower mass threshold as a function of redshift.
The impact of the previously shown J-PAS selection function can be seen in Fig. 13 , where we plot the total number of clusters as a function of redshift that each survey will observe. As in Fig. 12 , the X-ray and SZ curves have been taken from Weinberg et al. (2013) . According to this figure, the number of bound structures detected by J-PAS will be comparable to those found by LSST and eROSITA at least, up to redshift ∼0.7 and ten times superior to those found by DES. While the latter surveys will sample with more number statistics the high-end of the mass function, J-PAS will sample the mass function within a wider range of masses.
Complementarily, the DES and LSST surveys will image a substantial part of the southern sky, whereas J-PAS will provide an optical counterpart of many of the clusters/groups in common with eROSITA in the northern hemisphere up to z=0.7 and some of the most massive higher redshift clusters between 0.7 z 0.85. This will create an important synergy between the different next-generation surveys that will become very useful for a number of purposes, such as, for instance cosmological purposes.
Observable-dark matter halo mass relation
The optical observable-dark matter halo mass is a crucial relation for cosmological purposes since it allows us to trans- . While several efforts have been invested in probing that optical cluster mass tracers can achieve accuracies similar to SZ or X-ray tracers, so far it only has been probed up to moderate redshift (Andreon 2010) or massive clusters (Andreon 2012; Saro et al. 2015) .
In this section, we empirically calibrate the total stellar mass observable-theoretical dark matter halo mass relation, M * CL |M h , from the J-PAS simulations. The fact that the observable used in this work, the total stellar mass, M * CL , is defined down to the flux limit where the survey is complete prevents us from introducing any bias up to the redshift limit where the survey is complete (z ∼ 0.7 for J-PAS).
Inspired by different works (e.g. Lin et al. 2006; Andreon 2010; Andreon & Congdon 2014; Saro et al. 2015) , we have model the M * CL |M h relation with a log-log relation as follows:
+p2 log(1+z) (7) where log refers to the decimal logarithmic, z is the redshift of the cluster and pi are free parameters. We choose Mpivot = 5 × 10 13 M⊙ as a reasonable value that represents the expected cluster population. We have fit our data restricted to z 0.75 and M 5 × 10 13 M⊙ to this model by using an iterative non-linear least-squares minimization method based on the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (Press et al. 1992 ). We performed a Monte Carlo simulation sampling 8000 different initial values to compute the fit. The best fitting parameters for the model, together with their 68% confidence level are listed in Table 3 . Note that the results of this fit have been used to obtain the completeness and purity curves for different observable M * CL in §5.2. The M * CL |M h relation appears not to evolve with redshift, in agreement with other works (Lin et al. 2006; Andreon & Congdon 2014; Saro et al. 2015) . In Fig. 14, we show the density plot of the relation between the total stellar mass parameter and the dark matter halo mass for different redshift bins. The solid line shows the fit for a particular redshift bin up to z 0.75. The last redshift bin, 0.75 z < 1 is only shown to illustrate our our inability to measure correctly M * CL at this redshift range. While it becomes difficult to compare the values of p1 and p2 with different works due to the dependence of the definition of M * CL on the considered survey (Andreon 2010; Ascaso et al. 2015a) , or other observable used (Andreon 2012; Saro et al. 2015) , we can compare the scatter of the relation. The main scatter found for J-PAS is slightly smaller than this measured with the ALHAMBRA survey (Ascaso et al. 2015a ). This scatter also becomes comparable to this found by the sample of 52 local (z < 0.1) clusters and groups ranging a similar mass range Andreon (2010). Other works have found slightly smaller scatter for a sample of clusters ranging a similar range of redshift but five times more massive that in this work. For instance, Saro et al. (2015) find > 0.065 dex for very massive > 8 × 10
14 M⊙ clusters and > 0.087 dex for > 2.5 × 10 14 M⊙ clusters. The results in this work are encouraging since they show that we can extend previous findings to larger redshift ranges using an optical richness estimator.
In parallel, we have estimated σ M h |M * CL , the scatter in the dark matter halo mass at a fixed value of the M * CL . Many authors have noticed the importance of measuring accurately this quantity in order to compute an observational cluster mass function from cluster counts (Rozo et al. 2009; Hilbert & White 2010; Andreon 2012) .
Following a similar approach as in Ascaso et al. (2015a) , we have performed 10000 Monte Carlo samplings of the possible halo mass values obtained directly from the simulation (see Fig. 14) to obtain a mean value and scatter for each fixed M * CL . In Fig. 15 14 M⊙) in their calibration between log M and N200, where M is obtained from X-ray and WL proxies and N200 is the number of red galaxies lying within R200, the radius where the critical density is 200 times the mean density of the universe. Similarly, Andreon & Bergé (2012) find a scatter of ∼ 0.25 dex for a sample of 53 local clusters between M200 estimated from caustic or velocity dispersion measurements and N200. Other authors have recently improved significantly this value for massive clusters. For instance, Saro et al. (2015) find ∼ 0.08 dex at λ ∼ 70 (corresponding to M ∼ 3 × 10 14 M⊙) between the SZ mass estimate and the redMaPPer ) richness estimator, λ.
Comparing with simulations, similar values have also been found. For instance, Hilbert & White (2010) find ∼ 0.22 dex scatter from N-body simulations for the same M and N200 variables down to M h = 5 × 10 13 M⊙ and ∼ 0.18 dex scatter from N-body simulations for the same variables down to M h = 1 × 10 14 M⊙. Likewise, Angulo et al. (2012) found slightly smaller scatter values (∼ 0.16 dex) from the Millennium-XXL simulation between the cluster virial mass M200 and the optical richness Nopt down to M h ∼ 5 × 10 13 M⊙ for a limited redshift sample (z<0.25). While the simulations might result too simplistic to describe the real data, Ascaso et al. (2015a) already showed that existing multiple narrow-band surveys, such as AL-HAMBRA, are able to decrease substantially the scatter between different optical observables and the dark matter halo mass. Hence, we present results that firmly support the fact that narrow-band surveys not only allow to detect clusters and groups down to smaller mass limits than broad-band surveys but they also enable to calibrate the observable-halo mass relation with an accuracy comparable to that obtained from broad-band survey for more massive clusters. The imminent start of the survey will confirm this point in the nearby future.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have first characterized the photometric redshift properties of the J-PAS survey in terms of photometric redshift bias, photometric redshift dispersion and rate of catastrophic outliers using an N-body and semi-analytical simulations (Merson et al. 2013 ) and a posterior modification with PhotReal (Ascaso et al. 2015b, Benítez et al. in prep) . We have seen that the mean photometric redshift precision of J-PAS is ∆z/(1 + z) ∼ 0.003 down to i ∼ 23.0, is in agreement with what was expected from previous simulations (Benítez et al. 2009a; Benitez et al. 2014) . Furthermore, the photometric redshift bias is fully consistent with zero down to the same magnitude limit and up to moderate redshift (z∼ 0.7) without performing any preselection of the survey. The rate of outliers, η1, is always lower than 4% down to i ∼ 22.5 and at least within 0.2 z 0.8.
In addition, we have compared the photometric redshift predictions for J-PAS with similar predictions obtained for the LSST and Euclid, using the same techniques to transform the same original mock catalogues (Ascaso et al. 2015b) . In this comparison, we conclude that the photometric redshift performance of J-PAS will be outstanding in comparison with other next-generation surveys up to z∼0.7 at least. The photometric redshift dispersion becomes more than 20 times smaller than Euclid+DES or the LSST and Figure 15 . Average halo cluster mass as a function of the average total stellar mass for different redshift bins in logarithmic scale. The solid line displays the linear fits for the two variables. The dotted and dashed lines indicate the mass limit for which the completeness and purity is > 80% and >70% respectively for each redshift bin. The average scatter σ M h |M * CL , measured as the standard deviation between the two variables is also shown for each redshift bin. The last redshift bin is shown to illustrate the inability to fit the relation at z>0.75. more than 10 times smaller than Euclid+DES+LSST surveys together.
Complementarily, we have also explored the performance of the Bayesian Cluster Finder (BCF) applied to our narrow-band next-generation J-PAS survey. We have demonstrated with realistic simulations that we will be able to recover groups and masses down to M h = 3 × 10 13 M⊙ up to redshifts 0.7 with completeness >70% and purity higher than 80% and higher masses at z > 0.7. Restricting completeness to be >80% makes the minimum mass to be detected to be M h = 5 × 10 13 M⊙ up to redshift 0.7. We have compared these selection functions with other selection functions coming from different surveys in different wavelengths and we have concluded that J-PAS will reach at least a factor of 2 lower mass threshold than other similar next-generation and present surveys such as the DES and LSST, done with bigger telescopes (4m and 8m respectively). In addition, as the mass function will be sampled to lower mass limits, the absolute total number of detected clusters and groups will be comparable to those detected with the LSST. This is a very important result since the LSST will image more than twice the area of J-PAS. Additionally, since J-PAS will cover a substantial part of the northern sky, whereas the DES and LSST will focus on the southern hemisphere, the J-PAS optical cluster sample will result in an exquisite sample to follow-up clusters detected with eROSITA, for instance.
In addition, we have model the M * CL |M h relation to a model in order to estimate the relevance of our cluster sample for cosmological purposes. We have considered a log-log normal model with a linear dependence with redshift. The results are compatible with a non-evolution of this relation with redshift. Also, the main scatter obtained from the limited subsample of clusters down to M h ∼ 5 × 10 13 M⊙ and within 0 z 0.75 is σ M * CL |M h ∼ 0.14 dex. These value is comparable to the results presented in other works limited to a local sample (Andreon 2010) or very massive clusters (Andreon 2012; Saro et al. 2015) . This results highlight then the enormous potential of J-PAS for constraining cosmological parameters with galaxy clusters.
Finally, we have also looked into the precision with which we will be able to measure dark matter halo masses by using as observable the total stellar mass of the cluster. The results, based on simulations, suggest that we can recover galaxy clusters halo masses with an average scatter of σ M h |M * CL ∼ 0.23 dex down to M h ∼ 5 × 10 13 M⊙. We note that this quantity becomes comparable to what other work found for samples of clusters five times more massive both in observations (Rozo et al. 2009; Andreon & Bergé 2012; Saro et al. 2015) and in simulations (Hilbert & White 2010; Angulo et al. 2012 ) when restricted to similar mass ranges. Similarly, high accuracies were usually reached with other techniques such as WL (von der Linden et al. 2014), X-rays or CMB data (Planck Collaboration et al. 2014) . The impressive calibrations in measuring masses using large number of narrow-bands (>50) photometry provides a new technique that can reinforce the existing ones.
A forthcoming paper (Ascaso et al. in prep) will be devoted to investigate the impact of this selection function on the cosmological parameters, paying particular attention to the dark energy constraints.
